
#CUSTOMMADE

We also made tailormade covers in our own sewing 
department. You will find lots of sketch templates and 

further informaton on  www.wettertuete.de

MADE
IN
GERMANY

THANKS VERY MUCH
FOR YOUR PURCHASE



Please only cover your garden furniture 
when it is completely dry.
In the case of sensitive materials (e.g. 
wooden or natural stone tables), we 
also recommend placing an object 
(ball, bucket, bowl or similar) between 
the table top and the cover. This allows 
the water to run off and the air under 
the cover to circulate better. Avoid and 

remove large pools of water on the cover. The resulting pressure from the weight of the 
water can damage the seams.

We recommend taking a look under the cover every few weeks in order to react in 
good time to any damage to the garden furniture. Please make sure that the cover does 
not lie permanently on damp ground. The moisture from wet paving stones / wooden 
planks or similar has no way of escaping, which in the worst case can lead to the forma-
tion of mold under the cover.
Especially in cold and damp weather, the breathability is not sufficient for such a large 
amount of moisture to be able to evaporate through the cover.

Please store your upholstery in winter and do not leave it under the weather
bag.
Secure your cover from flying away with drawstring and fastening straps. If the weather 
service warns of a stronger storm, please remove the cover beforehand and store it. Un-
fortunately, our cover does not always withstand unscathed a storm that even uproots 
trees.

Our fabric 2.1. is machine washable at 30°. It consists of 
58% polyurethane and 42% polyester.
Please do not use fabric softener and do not put the cover 
in the dryer.

If a seam is damaged, please do not use adhesive tape to seal it, otherwise we will 
not be able to repair the area.
 
Find out how best to proceed in the event of damage at  
www.wettertuete.de/en/repair/

Care instructions

Seam damaged?

Is there a Problem?

Then we would be very happy about a positive rating or
Posts and photos with the hashtag #wettertuete.

Then contact us please!
We are going to find a solution!

Wettertuete.de
Bahnallee 19
48703 Stadtlohn

instagram.com/wettertuete.de facebook.com/wettertueteschutz@wettertuete.de

We are always very happy when we receive photos that we use 
for our reference gallery, Instagram or Facebook

allowed to use. In this way, other customers get suggestions and 
ideas about the manufactured wettertueten.

Mail to: schutz@wettertuete.de

Information regarding your Wettertuete

Are you Satisfied?

30° P


